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(a) t-SNE map for ACDC dataset (b) Qualitative results on ACDC dataset
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Figure 1: (a) The feature maps from the Resblock-1 of ResNet-101 are visualized using
t-SNE after applying the Gram matrix. (b) Visualization of segmentation results on
ACDC validation set.

Semantic segmentation is a branch of scene understanding that can be used to perceive
urban driving scenes in applications such as self-driving cars. However, existing models
are trained on clear weather images, and they suffer from performance degradation when
weather, season, and brightness changes.

To address this issue, unsupervised domain adaptation methods have been proposed to
adapt models trained on clear weather to adverse weather without ground-truth. Refign
[1] uses reference images where images are obtained from the same locations as the target
images but in clear weather to reduce domain gap. VBLC [2] utilizes Visibility Boost
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Module to enhance the visibility of target images to make them similar to the source
images, thereby reducing the domain gap. However, all of these methods assume that
the target domain follows a single distribution.

In this paper, we show that there is a significant gap between distributions in adverse
weather conditions. To this end, we visualize the style statistics of target domain ACDC
dataset [3], which includes images of fog, rain, snow, and night using t-SNE [4]. As shown
in Figure 1, the style distribution of fog, rain, and snow (dubbed FRS) are clustered,
indicating that these three weather conditions have similar style distributions. On the
other hand, the night stands apart from the other three conditions. This suggests that
there is a gap between the distributions within a single target domain in adverse weather
dataset, and the distributions with a large gap need to be distinguished and adapted
separately.

We propose to train two subdomain teachers, one for FRS and another for night
subdomain individually. The knowledge of the two different subdomains is distilled to
the student in an online manner with symmetric cross-entropy. This allows the student
to have complementary knowledge from each weather domain.

Method. The architecture consists of two subdomain teachers, a student, and a student
exponential moving average (EMA) model. Our method performs self-training on each
subdomain with the teacher and then distills the learned subdomain knowledge to the
student. The student EMA weights are updated with the exponential moving average of
the student weights, which accumulates overall target domain knowledge. With student
EMA, we can accumulate specialized knowledge for each subdomain, and utilize it to
obtain less noisy pseudo labels for self-training. At inference time, we only use the
student model, without considering the gap between the sub-target domains.

Subdomain-specialized Teacher. We observed that the FRS and night domains
have different distributions. To address this, we divide the target domain into two sub-
domains: FRS and night. We then train FRS and night teacher respectively to obtain
subdomain-specific knowledge. To extract domain-specific knowledge to each teacher,
the source samples are matched to the target style using histogram matching. This helps
subdomain teachers to learn domain-specific knowledge by making the source images
closer to the target images. We train the teachers with converted source samples and
cross-entropy in supervised manner. In the case of target images, we apply ClassMix [5]
on target and source to reduce the gap. We input the mixed images to the teachers and
EMA to obtain predictions and pseudo labels (PLs) each, and then applied cross-entropy.
From this process, we can obtain teachers which have domain-specific knowledge and we
call them subdomain-specialized teachers (SSTs).

Online Knowledge Distillation. We employ online knowledge distillation to trans-
fer complementary domain information to the student. Two teachers distill their knowl-
edge to the student via symmetric cross-entropy loss. This allows the student to learn
domain-specific knowledge that has been extracted by the SSTs. Additionally, symmet-
ric cross-entropy is known to prevent abrupt gradient changes caused by overconfident
predictions and to stabilize the optimization process [6].

Experiments. We conduct experiments on the Cityscapes [7] dataset as the source
domain and the ACDC dataset [3] as the target domain. We utilize the DAFormer [8]
and DeepLab-v2 [9] architectures and compare our method to MIC [10] and VBLC [2].
The experiment is conducted on the validation set. We perform source warm-up on two
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teachers and a student at the beginning of training. This ensures that the model is
initialized with a proper starting point [11].

Our method achieves 64.82 mIoU on the DAFormer and 49.97 mIoU on the DeepLab-
v2. This is a performance gain of 2.98 and 2.9 over VBLC and MIC, respectively, on the
DAFormer. We achieve mIoU of 76.84 on the fog, 68.55 on the rain, 64.78 on the snow,
and 40.24 on the night while VBLC achieves mIoU of 72.78 on the fog, 65.53 on the rain,
60.45 on the snow, and 41.74 on the night. Our method outperforms VBLC in the fog,
rain, and snow domains. This shows that dividing the target domain into subdomains and
learning specialized knowledge with each teacher is effective in improving performance.
Our method is comparable to VBLC in the night. We hypothesize this is due to the lack
of night images.

Conclusion. We propose an unsupervised domain adaptation method for semantic
segmentation in adverse weather conditions. We discovered that there are differences in
distribution within the target domain ACDC. We then propose a method to adapt each
subdomain individually, by creating two subdomain-specialized teachers and distilling
complementary domain information to a student. Our method outperforms VBLC and
MIC on the ACDC dataset. Although our method outperforms on fog, rain, and snow
(dubbed FRS), it achieves a relatively low mIoU on the night domain. This is because
the number of night samples is scarce compared to FRS, and there is a large difference in
illumination between the sky in the night and the sky in the FRS. We will address this
issue in future work.
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